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Abstract: This paper presents an intelligent knowledge-based integrated 
manufacturing system using the STEP feature-based modeling and rule based 
intelligent techniques to generate suitable process plans for prismatic parts. The 
system carries out several stages of process planning, such as identification of 
the pairs of feature/tool that satisfy the required conditions, generation of the 
possible process plans from identified tools/machine pairs, and selection of the 
most interesting process plans considering the economical or timing indicators. 
The suitable processes plans are selected according to the acceptable range of 
quality, time and cost factors. Each process plan is represented in the tree 
format by the information items corresponding to their CNC Machine, required 
tools characteristics, times (machining, setup, preparatory) and the required 
machining sequences. The process simulation module is provided to 
demonstrate the different sequences of machining. After selection of suitable 
process plan, the G-code language used by CNC machines is generated 
automatically. This approach is validated through a case. 

Keyword: Process planning, STEP, Knowledge based, integrated design, 
manufacturing 

1 Introduction 

Integrated manufacturing modelling is the main subject of manufacturing environment 

design and computerized manufacturing support systems [1], [2]. Principal activities 

involved in the integrated manufacturing include product design, process design, suitable 

manufacturing process selection and planning [3]. 

The selection of a suitable machining process for a given set of product 

characteristics and requirements is one of the most significant and important issues in 

product development. The early process selection combined with product-process 
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compatibility analysis determines various parameters to integrate the diverse constraints 

imposed by different experts. This analysis is first and foremost based on the 

experimental knowledge of the experts. One of the important aspects of knowledge based 

integrated manufacturing design systems is the development of an adequate solution for 

representing and correlating different types of knowledge. The expert knowledge 

modeling facilitates the understanding of the complex interrelationships within integrated 

product-process model in product development.  

The link between the product, its associated process and resource plan belongs to 

knowledge formalization. Experts use their knowledge to determine the selection of the 

manufacturing processes and associated resources or to define the product parameters 

considering the manufacturing and resources constraints.  

Effective process selection for a given set of product characteristics & requirements is 

a multi-criterion problem which is strongly influenced by interdependent manufacturing 

knowledge like product knowledge (product complexity, design requirements, product 

quality) and resource knowledge (resource availability, characteristic and cost). Based on 

the information provided regarding the role and experiences of experts in product-process 

design this knowledge is formalized. The process-resource selection involves two steps: 

step 1 involves the evaluation of available processes for their technical capability in order 

to appropriately respond to design requirements and step 2 ranks the process performance 

with regard to its resource consumption economically [4]. Many methods have been 

proposed to support these steps. Ashby [5] proposes the selection of manufacturing 

processes considering their compatibility with the geometrical parameter and the 

resources needed followed by ranking of the relative costs associated. The final choice is 

performed with respect to the rating, industrial knowledge, and available manufacturing 

resources; however, the approach adopted in this research does not target a specific 

manufacturing domain.  

To determine the sequences of specific manufacturing process, Lovatt [6] describes 

the framework based on the definition of process plan with different manufacturing tasks 

(steel cutting, steel heat treatment, casting, etc). The process selection is carried out by 

the combination of manufacturing process attributes, material parameters, and product 

specifications to satisfy design requirements [7]. The approach proposed by Gupta [8] 

consists of three phases: (1) identification of the pairs of material/process that satisfy the 

required conditions (economical and geometrical specifications), (2) generation of the 

possible process plans from identified material/process pairs, and (3) selection of the 

most interesting process plans considering the economical indicators. In Ishii’s 

work[9],[10], the process selection is decomposed into two steps: (1) the first step is the 

identification of relevant parameters that affect manufacturing processes selection and (2) 

the second step consists in developing the representation schemas for knowledge used 

during the manufacturing processes selection. This knowledge is used to determine 

compatibility between product specifications and process parameters in order to rank the 

possible manufacturing processes according to the performance of economical indicators 

more precisely. Boothroyd [11] propose the selection of the material/process pairs based 

on the process capability in terms of geometrical specifications realization and material 

constraint. The final selection is determined by the elimination of the unacceptable 

material/process pairs, considering the related constraints and predefined indicators, such 

as the cost.  



In terms of integrated manufacturing systems, the feature-based approaches have 

been recognized as essential tools to integrate design and automated process planning. In 

this context, Devireddy [12] presented a methodology of integrating the design and 

planning of manufacturing by utilizing the concept of feature-based modeling. 

Khoshnevis [13] described architecture of an integrated process planning system, called 

3I-PP, which is comprised of three modules: feature completion, process selection, and 

process sequencing. Berger [14] presents an approach for enabling the automatic 

preparation of STEP-NC based Workplans with methods known from graph theory. 

Based on that, it is possible to use algorithms to find the shortest path inside this directed 

graph as optimal sequenced solution under given requirements. Finally, the 

corresponding NC machining code will be generated and distributed to the machinery.  

The research results presented in this paper contributes to knowledge-based integrated 

manufacturing support by development of a computerized system to process planning, 

utilizing the concepts of STEP feature-based modeling and rule based intelligent 

techniques. The suitable processes plans are selected according to the acceptable range of 

quality, time and cost factors. This approach is validated through a PPRint (Product, 

Process, Resource integrating) tool development and the application of a case study. 

Table 1, summarizes the characteristics of different manufacturing process selection 

approaches.  

Table 1 Comparison of the approaches “manufacturing processes selection” 

Approach Choice of 
manufacturing 
process 

Choice of 
material 

Associated 
tool 

Economical 
evaluation 

Ishii Yes No HyperQ Yes 

Ashby Yes Yes CES n.a. 

Gupta Yes Yes Seer-DFM Yes 

Boothroyd Yes Yes DFMA Yes 

Lovatt Yes n.a. n.a. Yes 

Devireddy Yes No n.a. n.a. 

Khoshnevis Yes Yes 3I-PP Yes 

Berger Yes No n.a. n.a. 

Sadeghi Yes Yes PPRint Yes 

2 Knowledge within Process Planning 

Integrated manufacturing is considered as a network of product, process and resource 

parameters and expert’s knowledge as a set of constraints [15] applied on the parametric 

network. In engineering, constraints are formalized as: special design requirements that 

must be satisfied; logic reasoning activity of experts; dependency between design 

functional requirements, design parameters and flow of information between experts to 

support interdisciplinary knowledge integration (figure 1-a). 



Figure 1 constraint classification in the process planning 

The design and related constraint representation provides an integrated product-

process decision making approach to evaluate its consistency and is useful in selecting a 

suitable manufacturing process and product design parameters [16] (figure 1-c). Our main 

objectives are:  

To provide an effective data representation model supporting the integration of 

different elements (product, processes, and resources) and analysis of 

relationships and related knowledge between them 

Gather and integrate knowledge related to the product definition and the 

manufacturing process to control the whole production process, allowing us to 

produce a better product 

Improving the exploitation of knowledge capital in new projects 

Provide a basis for knowledge capitalization and reuse issued from different 

product development projects 

So, constraint definition and classification are the key issues for this framework. We 

need to consider practical ways to represent design constraint in process planning 

environment. 

Constraints in a process planning analysis can be simply classified into constraints 

inside each kind of entity model and constraints between different kinds of entity models 

according to the product, process and resources view [17] (figure 1-b): 

Product: Product constraint that represents relationships between entities defined 

by product model, for example, constraints about dimension, geometry, 

tolerance, features, etc. 

Process: Process constraint that represents relationships between entities defined 

by process model. For example, the dependency constraint between two 

sequences of machining operation  

Resources: Resources constraint that represent relationships between entities 

defined by resource model. For example, availability, compatibility 

Product/process constraint: such as constraint about product features property 

and  process parameters to realized this features 



Process/Resources constraint: for example, constraint about choice of tools for 

machining specific feature according to optimum manner, feature property, 

quality, cost and machining time 

Product/ Resources constraint: for example the constraint about product property 

and resource characteristic (Product features vs. Machine accessibility)  

The manufacturing process selection combined with product-process-resource 

compatibility analysis to determine the various parameters and steps as well as the 

correlation of requirement. The purpose is to find a path among several process planning 

obstacles that could lead to a better solution that satisfies the diverse requirement 

considering constraints imposed by different experts throughout the process planning. In 

manufacturing industries, this analysis is first and foremost based on the experimental 

knowledge of the experts.  

The method we describe in this paper is based on the declaration and checking of 

expert’s knowledge (constraint) in order to check the coherency between product, process 

and resource elements.  

With the definition of constraint categories, the system provides the suitable 

constraint verification. It allows specifying which constraint representation approach is 

possible for each element of data model.  

We consider following general steps which must be considered to cerate a suitable 

process plan (figure 2):  

1. The step provides the environment to import the STEP file and to illustrate the

product information which is necessary to analyze the coherent manufacturing

process. It contains product constraint which defines the relationship between

the elements of product in STEP standard.

2. The step determines optimum procedure for machining each feature according to

feature characteristic, part material, tool life, available tool in data base and

other constraint.

3. The step generate micro process planning according to optimum procedure for

machining each feature, spindle speed and feed rate, possible tool direction and

orientation for machining and other constraint.

4. The step generate macro process by considering the information about

precedence machining feature, setup face, machining face, setup time, time of

tool moving between each feature and time of tool changing.

5. The step presents the selection of coherent CNC machines and the optimum

sequences of machining for each CNC machine. The features characteristic and

the tool accessibility knowledge are the necessary elements to select the CNC

machine.

6. The step presents the cost model for manufacturing process. It contains different

costs for different process attributes: physical attributes such as the materials,

the tolerance, size range, time, complexity of shape; and economic attributes

such as tooling cost, and rate of production. This module is used to select the

acceptable process identifying the cost value specified by the cost model. The

effect is to eliminate the processes which cannot meet the specifications. The

estimated cost and the time required for the selected process are displayed in the

process plan, which is the output of this module.

7. The step is used to prepare the manufacturing process by generating the

corresponding G-code for the CNC machine. To generate G-code, this module

gets the process plans information as input



8. The step is used to simulate the machining sequences (process plan). Each step

of simulation demonstrates the machining direction and the tool required to

realize the feature.

Figure 2 The manufacturing process and resource selection process 
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The aim of the proposed approach is facilitated process planning, design and 

manufacturing integration and decrease human error in other words allow expressing all 

technical and non-technical constraints through all life cycle phases of an integrated 

manufacturing.  

3 Description of the proposed process selection approach 

This work focuses on developing a feature-based intelligent process planning. The main 

purposes of the intelligent process planning are: (1) to integrate a standardized feature-

based STEP model with process planning utilizing, and (2) developing a knowledge 

based and rule-based techniques, and (3) to generate a G-code process plan containing all 

the information to setup a CNC machine . 



The application protocol implemented in this research work is based on STEP AP224 

which contains explicit high-level part data in terms of feature attributes, tolerances, 

material specifications. It can be used to represent the information needed to define 

product data necessary for manufacturing product. The proposed system consists of the 

STEP-based feature modeler and intelligent process planning. The figure 3 gives an 

example of architecture to realize the process plan (the Holes analysis is represented as an 

example). The first step of the system uses STEP features as the basic elements for 

product representation and generates the graphical STEP AP224 based product 

representation. The product characteristics and the features parameters are represented in 

tree view and graphical format by the feature modeler. This modeler uses the specific 

algorithm to convert product information (STEP AP224) into a tree based representation 

format to be used as input for process planning. Figure 4 shows an example of feature 

based representation of product in the system.  

This representation provides the part information to execute the following steps: 

micro process planning to determine the machining procedure for each 

feature according to machining parameters and tools selection 

selection of suitable CNC machine  

macro process planning to generate the process plans  

generation of G-codes of process plans and simulation possibility 
Figure 3 system architecture 
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Figure 4 product characteristics and features representation 

3.1 micro process planning to determine the machining procedure for each  
feature and parameters and tools selection 

This step selects the machine tools on which the machining operations can be 

performed to produce the given feature. This step is implemented using a product 

information, tools data base, tools knowledge as input of the step. Figure 6 presents the 

user interface to edit the tool databases. Experts use this interface to complete the 

database according to available tool information. This step receives information for each 

feature in the part and generates the needed machining operations to realize the feature. 

The knowledge of tools accessibility for machining feature and tool databases are the 

main inputs of this step. The outputs of this step are: 1) the direction of tool for 

machining feature, 2) the procedure of machining feature for rough and finishing, 3) the 

feed rate and spindle speed, 4) the machining time, 5) the tool cost. 

The tools selection is based upon machining feature and its associated machining 

operation. The output of this step contains recommended tools to be used to realize the 

feature. These recommended tools can be used as keys to search available tool databases 

to find the suitable tool. 

3.2 selection of suitable CNC machine 

The CNC machine selection is realized by considering some constraints about feature 

orientation and feature position data of each feature which are provided from: 1) design 

file, 2) knowledge of tool direction accessibility for machining of each feature and 3) 

knowledge of accessibility of each type of CNC machine to part. According to these 

constraints and constraints related to part dimension, part weight vs. max table load of 

CNC machine, the suitable CNC machine is selected from the available CNC machines 

database. Figure 5 shows the user interface to manipulate the CNC machine database. 



 Figure 5 user interface of tool database 

Figure 6 user interface of CNC machine database 

3.3  macro process planning to generate the process plans 

The process plan generation is a procedure to group the sequence of machining features 

into process plan. The operation sequence arranges the machining sequences in each 

generated process plan by considering the information about precedence machining 



feature, setup face, machining face, setup time, time of tool moving between each feature 

and time of tool changing. In addition, the optimization algorithms are implemented to 

select the optimal process according to manufacturing process cost, setup time, tool 

changes time among the operations. The system contains a set of rules guiding the 

process planning selection for prismatic parts. 

As shown in Figure 7, the alternative process plans are proposed for related part. Each 

alternative process plan indicates the selected CNC machine and the sequences of 

machining to be executed during setup. The machining features describe what the 

machine should do and the machining sequences describe how the features should be 

manufactured with related sequence tool. The cost presentation allows combination of 

several cost produced during process plan setup such as material, tools, CNC machine 

and labor cost to estimate final manufacturing cost. The tool and machine information are 

also provided to give the details of tools and machine used during machining sequences. 

3.4 generation of G-codes of process plans and simulation possibility 

As shown in Figure 8, the specific facility is provided to generate a G-code of physical 

process plan. This step receives the information related to the part (features, material, 

etc.) and information produced by process planning (machining operations, tools, process 

sequences parameters, etc.) to generate a G-code file. Specific module is developed to use 

the provided information to simulate the machining sequences in the 3D format. 

Figure 7 the process plan information detail 



Figure 8 the G-code generation and machining sequences simulation facility 

4 Conclusion 

Intelligent manufacturing process selection improves the efficiency of manufacturing 

process. In PPRint tool, in the product design stage, the product model is based on the 

STEP application protocol, AP 224. A STEP-based feature modeler has been developed 

to browse the STEP file and to illustrate the product information in the feature tree view 

and in the graphical format. In process planning stage, an intelligent rule based process 

planning system has been developed to integrate the manufacturing process attributes, 

material parameters, and product specifications to satisfy design requirements. 

The approach proposed, consists of different phases, such as identification of the pairs 

of feature/tool that satisfy the required conditions according to optimum procedure 

(example: the suitable depth of cut, spindle speed and feed rate that will be chosen during 

machining.), generation of the possible process plans from identified tools/Machine pairs, 

and selection of the most interesting process plans considering the economical or timing 

indicators (Example: cost of material, cost of machine, cost of tool, setup time, 

machining time, tool change time). The suitable manufacturing processes plans are 

selected according to the acceptable range of quality, time and cost factors. Each process 

plan is represented in the tree view format by the information items corresponding to 

their CNC Machine, required tools characteristics (characteristic, cost), times (machining, 

setup, preparatory) and the required machining sequences. The process simulation 

module is provided to demonstrate the different sequences of machining to realize the 

final piece. After selection of suitable machining sequences, the G-code language used by 

CNC machines is generated automatically. 

 In PPRint, the AP224-STEP (machining feature) is used as input, in other words 

according to feature based design this format is provided to process planning, but it's not 

possible to force designer to design in feature base procedure. In this situation feature 

extraction is inevitable to capture features parameters for process planning.  
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